CSU BBQ SHOWDOWN
THE CAMPING RULE

COMPETITORS

We welcome ALL rigs at our 2nd Annual CSU BBQ Showdown. We will accommodate all pit sizes and each individual’s unique set-up that makes your BBQ one-of-a-kind!

However, if sleeping quarters or other vehicles can be detached from the cooking rig itself, they will be parked in a separate area. This includes pick-ups and other vehicles used to pull the rigs. If a vehicle fits in your allotted space and you wish to use it for prep, it must remain PARKED in your space from check-in until after awards.

Looking forward to seeing each of you in Estes Park on Memorial Day Weekend!
CONTESTANTS:
With a big thanks to

We are excited to announce that EVERY team will receive

2 Pork Butts + 1 Brisket

To Cook for the People's Choice Contest